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Abstract: High-frequency shock-type vibration (HFV) with a frequency content mainly above
1250 Hz, e.g., from impact wrenches, is likely to cause a significant amount of vibration injuries
and even hand-arm vibration syndrome. The objective of this study was to measure vibration up to
100 kHz with a Laser Doppler Vibrometer (LDV) and investigate the variation of vibration over the
machine surface, the vibration propagation into finger tissue, and the vibration reduction on the finger
tissue due to a foamed polymer layer. Our results showed that the vibration on the handle varies
moderately and that the amplitudes are higher on the machine surface. A large proportion of the
vibration is transferred into the finger tissue and thereby subjects the finger tissue to high-vibration
amplitudes, but it is effectively reduced by a thin layer of foamed polymer.

Keywords: high-frequency vibration; ultravibration; hand-arm vibration syndrome; vibration injury;
impact wrench; shock vibration

1. Introduction

The current standard for risk estimation of hand-arm vibration injury omits frequen-
cies above 1400 Hz [1]. Research has long indicated that the risk from high-frequency
vibration is underestimated by the current standard, e.g., [2]. A high prevalence of vibra-
tion injuries has been found in assembly workers that work with impact wrenches despite
being classified as low exposure according to the current risk assessment [3]. In this study,
two impact wrenches were measured up to 100 kHz with a Laser Doppler Vibrometer
(LDV) at different locations to see the variation of high-frequency vibration. Measurements
were also performed on the fingernail to investigate the vibration propagation into and
through the finger to the nail surface and its reduction due to a polymer foam.

2. Method

Vibration was measured at different locations on two 1/2 inch pneumatic impact
wrenches with an LDV. The wrenches were run in a brake rig according to ISO 28927-2:2009.
The impact wrenches used in the study were the Chicago Pneumatics 734H and the Würth
DSS 1/2 Superior. All sampling and data analysis was performed in MATLAB.

2.1. Measurements

The acceleration was measured at 14 positions on both impact wrenches to map the
variation of acceleration over the surface. Ten positions were on the handle and three were
on the upper body. The measurement locations can be seen in Figure 1.

The acceleration was also measured on the fingernail of the operator’s index finger to
see whether the vibration propagates through the finger. The finger was placed on position
9 on the CP 734H while the impact wrench was running, and the laser was kept in the same
position to measure the vibration on the fingernail. The measurement was done with the
bare finger in contact with the tool surface and with 2 mm of EPDM foam glued to the
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surface of the tool. The EPDM measurement was performed to investigate the potential of
vibration reduction on the finger. The feed force was not measured during the test, but the
operator was instructed to try to mimic normal tool griping. The measurement setup with
the LDV aimed at the fingernail, as seen in Figure 2.
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The velocity was measured using an infrared (λ = 1550 nm) LDV. Retroreflective glass 
beads were fixed at the measurement positions with nail polish to improve the signal 
quality. The Polytec Vibroflex LDV consists of a -Qtec VFX-I-160 single-point sensor head 
with a VFX-O-SRI short-range lens. The sensor head was connected to a Connect VXF-F-
110 front end with a bandwidth of 100 kHz. The measured velocity is derived from accel-
eration at the front end. The acceleration signal was recorded using a National Instru-
ments 9223 C series module with a sample rate of 1 MS/s. All positions were measured for 
5 seconds. Position 9 was measured 3 times to investigate repeatability, which is under 
10%. 

2.2. Data Analysis  
Currently, there is no applicable measurement standard for the evaluation of high-

frequency shock vibration on hand-held tools. A proposal has been made for algorithms 
that quantify high-frequency shock vibration on tools [4]. The acceleration measured on 
the impact wrenches is highly transient. The acceleration is negligible most of the time 
during an impact cycle, but when the mechanism locks, high-amplitude transients occur. 
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Figure 2. Setup for measurements on the fingernail in position 9. The green dot on the fingernail is
the pilot laser that shows where the IR laser measures the velocity.

The velocity was measured using an infrared (λ = 1550 nm) LDV. Retroreflective glass
beads were fixed at the measurement positions with nail polish to improve the signal
quality. The Polytec Vibroflex LDV consists of a -Qtec VFX-I-160 single-point sensor head
with a VFX-O-SRI short-range lens. The sensor head was connected to a Connect VXF-F-110
front end with a bandwidth of 100 kHz. The measured velocity is derived from acceleration
at the front end. The acceleration signal was recorded using a National Instruments 9223 C
series module with a sample rate of 1 MS/s. All positions were measured for 5 s. Position 9
was measured 3 times to investigate repeatability, which is under 10%.

2.2. Data Analysis

Currently, there is no applicable measurement standard for the evaluation of high-
frequency shock vibration on hand-held tools. A proposal has been made for algorithms
that quantify high-frequency shock vibration on tools [4]. The acceleration measured on the
impact wrenches is highly transient. The acceleration is negligible most of the time during
an impact cycle, but when the mechanism locks, high-amplitude transients occur. The
magnitude of the transients varies; therefore, a method for quantifying the amplitude over
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time was needed. One suggestion in [4] is to define a Vibration Peak Magnitude (VPM) for
a sampled acceleration signal, an, with N data points, as shown in Equation (1).

VPM(an) =

√
∑N

n=1 a6
n

∑N
n=1 a4

n
(1)

The VPM was calculated for all measurements. To investigate the influence of the
upper, the VPM was calculated for the same signal with 4 bandwidths: 100 kHz, 30 kHz,
10 kHz, and 1250 Hz. The bandwidth was limited with a 6th order Butterworth low-
pass filter.

3. Results

Figure 3 shows the measured signal at position 9 with a VPMVPM of 3800 m/s2.
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Figure 3. Top: Example of the VPM for position 9 on the CP 734H. Signal and the calculated VPM
value. Bottom: Frequency spectra of the signal with Hann windowing.

The VPM values from different locations with different bandwidths on both impact
wrenches can be seen in Figure 4. A comparison of the measured acceleration for the
fingernail and the tool surface at position 9 can be seen in Figure 5. The VPM for the tool
surface at position 9 was 4350 m/s2. The VPM for the fingernail was 2270 m/s2 with the
finger directly on the tool surface at position 9. The VPM for the fingernail was 220 m/s2

when the EPDM foam was between the finger and the tool at position 9.
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Figure 4. The vibration peak magnitude (VPM) for different measurement positions on the impact
wrenches. The curves are calculated from signals that have been low-pass filtered with different
cut-off frequencies. (a) The VPM for the CP 734H; (b) the VPM for the Würth DSS 1/2 superior.
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Figure 5. Comparison of measured signals at position 9 on the CP 734H. Top row: Acceleration
for the tool surface. Second row: Acceleration for the fingernail when the bare finger is placed on
the tool surface. Third row: Acceleration for the fingernail with 2 mm of EPDM foam between the
tool surface and the finger. Bottom row: One-third octave spectrum from 20 Hz to 100 kHz for all
three signals.

4. Discussion

The VPM for the handles (positions 1–11) of both impact wrenches is relatively stable
around 5000 m/s2 (Figure 4). The VPM is significantly higher (around 30,000 m/s2) for
measurement position 12, close to the main shaft. The VPM is also higher for positions 13
and 14 (i.e., the housing around the motor and mechanism).

The measurement on the fingernail showed that the VPM for the fingernail (2270 m/s2)
is around half the VPM for the tool surface below (4350 m/s2), which indicates that high
frequencies propagate through the finger. When 2 mm of foamed EPDM rubber was
placed between the finger and the tool surface, the VPM was reduced by a factor of 10
(220 m/s2), which shows that simple solutions can be used to significantly reduce exposure
to high frequencies.
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